Business Outcomes (OKR) Dashboard

Align teams to measurable outcomes at every level
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Overview
The Business Outcomes Dashboard, within AgilityHealth®, helps executives, portfolio leaders, and product owners
provide clarity on the outcomes they aim to achieve. It provides visibility and alignment to help companies visualize
strategic outcomes, rather than outputs, ensuring teams are aligned to strategic outcomes before breaking down
work in other ALM platforms or tools.

To learn more, visit agilityhealthradar.com

Shifting from Outputs to Outcomes
Organizations and teams today are too focused on measuring outputs (i.e., number of features delivered, velocity,
meeting a date) but struggle to tie their output to the business impact that is expected. This has created the
“feature factory” syndrome where Agile teams have large backlogs and are working at an unsustainable pace. We
want to deliver fewer features that have higher business outcomes.

The organization can only consistently delight its customers if each individual work team is focused
on that goal. This is not just the work of the CEO or the marketing department: it’s the job of everyone
in the organization. That means that each team’s work goals must be spelled out in terms of client
outcomes, not merely outputs from within the firm.

- Steve Denning
Author & Forbes
Senior Contributor
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TYING OUTPUTS TO OUTCOMES
Hyperlinks allow you to link back to
work management platforms such as
Jira, Rally, and Trello. This link back
solves the problem of teams using
multiple products.

OBSTACLES
The obstacles column is for any
obstacles that are directly related to
any of the outcomes in progress. This
provides stakeholders insight into
issues that might impact success and
provides quick resolution.

OUTCOME CARD
The Outcome Card is really simple,
with an objective, a hypothesis,
and key results that will track your
progress towards that outcome.

TAGGING

SIDE NAVIGATION
The side navigation
represents the Enterprise
as a whole. The content
to the right will adjust to
represent the level of your
organization, based on what
is highlighted here.

Customization allows you to show
only cards related to a specific topic
that is tagged accordingly and
aligned across all columns or value
streams.

QUARTERLY OUTCOME CARD
Each quarterly outcome card
includes an Objective and Key
Results. The outcomes are not
initiatives or outputs, but instead
the results you intend to achieve by
quarter’s end.

Contact us today!
info@agilityhealthradar.com
agilityhealthradar.com

